Abstract-In wireless communication, the cooperative communications technology has been concern because of its advantages of spatial diversity. In particular, cooperative communication with a single relay is a simple, practical technology for wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we analyze several simple network topologies. Under the condition of equal power allocating, the optimum relay locations are respectively determined by using symbol error rate (SER) formula. And these types of topologies are compared, the analysis results show that, Linear network topology has the best system performance, the system performance of isosceles triangle topology is better than that of equilateral triangle topology.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The block diagram of single-relay cooperative communication system is shown as Fig. 1 . The mechanism of single-relay cooperative communication is divided into two stages. Both stages use the orthogonal channel, such as TDMA, FDMA, or CDMA. In the first phase, source node sends symbols to the destination node; relay node receives the symbols sent from source node at the same time. The received symbols y s,d and y s,r at destination node and relay node, respectively, can be written as In which x s [n] is the transmitted information; P 1 is the transmitted power at the source node; h s,d is the channel coefficients from source node to destination node, which can be written as , , 
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With channel model, (4) is transformed as follows through the use of (7), (8) and (9). , the BER only matters with J . In this situation, the path attenuation is not considered. x When 1 R , the performance of BER is better than that of the situation 1 R ! , the BER increases as R increases. There is a constraint condition for R,
IV. TOPOLOGY MODELS ANALYSIS

A. Equilateral Triangle Topology
R is used to ensure the forward ability of relay node, min R is used to ensure the space non-related performance of antenna among source node, destination node and relay node.
B. Isosceles Triangle Topology
Isosceles triangle topology is shown as Fig. 4 . The comparison graphic of BER between these two type topologies is shown as Fig. 5 .
Through the analysis of Fig.5 , we can see that, although topology a and topology b have the symmetry structure, their BER performance do not have the symmetry. The received SNR of relay node is lower the threshold, so relay node can not realize the forward ability, the actual spatial diversity of system is 1. E is used to ensure the space non-related performance of antenna between source node and relay node.
2) When In the topology of isosceles Triangle a, when relay node has the forward ability as R decreases, the actual spatial diversity of system is 2. Because , s r h can not affect the forward ability of relay node, , r d R of the isosceles Triangle a topology is smaller than that of isosceles triangle b, the BER performance of the isosceles triangle a topology is better than that of the isosceles triangle b topology. D is used to ensure the space non-related performance of antenna between destination node and relay node. At this time, although topology a and topology b have the symmetry structure, their BER performance also do not have the symmetry.
C. Linear Topology
Linear Topology is shown as Fig. 6 . 
The process of determining the optimal location of relay is as follows. 
The second derivative of (18) (18) is existing.
Make the first derivative of (18) with respect to U is equal to 0. Similar to the analysis of section B, when 1 U ! , if the received SNR at relay node is lower than the threshold, relay node can not be decoded correctly, so the actual spatial diversity of system is 1. But if the received SNR at relay node is higher than the threshold, relay node can realize the forward ability, so the actual spatial diversity of system is 2. Under the condition of relay node has the forward ability, which situation has the better BER performance depends on that, , In summary, the BER performance of linear topology with optimal relay location is the best, the BER performance of isosceles triangle topology b with optimal relay location is better than that of equilateral triangle topology.
VI. CONCLUTION
In this paper, under the condition of equal power allocating, the optimal relay location of several type topologies is determined. Under certain conditions, linear topology is the best by comparison. The research of the optimal relay location provides a good data reference for getting the best BER performance in the actual topology of power-limited network, so the use of cooperative positioning relay is a good choice. Optimum power allocation techniques can also make the BER performance of the system with optimal relay location be well improved.
